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Abstract
A book embedding of a graph consists of an embedding of its vertices along the spine of
a book, and an embedding of its edges on the pages such that edges embedded on the same
page do not intersect. The pagenumber is the minimum number of pages in which the graph
G can be embedded. The main purpose of this paper is to study the book embedding of the
complete expansion graph. This is the first work about it, and some exact pagenumbers of
the complete expansion graphs of some special graphs are obtained.
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1 Introduction
The problem of embedding graphs in books is an important research content of graph theory.
P. C. Kainen[1] first introduced the book embedding and later investigated by F. Bernhart and
P. C. Kainen[2]. A book embedding of a graph G consists of placing the vertices of G on a spine
and assigning edges of the graph to pages so that edges in the same page do not cross each other.
The order of the vertices is called the printing cycle of the embedding. The minimum number
of pages in which a graph can be embedded is called the pagenumber of the graph[2,3,4], and
the correspondent order of the vertices on the spine is called the optimal order of the minimal
embedding.
Note that one can neglect the exact geometry, as two edges that are drawn on the same page
cross if and only if their endpoints alternate along the spine. We say that an edge e nests a vertex
v iff one endpoint of e is to the left of v along the spine and the other endpoint of e to the right.
We also say that an edge e nests an edge e
′
iff both e and e
′
are drawn on the same page and
both endpoints of e
′
are nested by e. Nested edges do not cross.
Book embedding has been applied to VLSI design, sorting with parallel stacks, single-row
routing, fault-tolerant processor arrays, Turing machine graphs and many other fields [5]. De-
termining the pagenumber of an arbitrary graph embedded in book is NP-complete even if the
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order of vertices on the spine is fixed. Some pagenubmers of particular families of graphs have
been discussed, for example: complete graphs[2], complete bipartite graphs[6,7], regular graphs[8],
toroidal graphs[9], incomplete hypercubes[10], strong product of some graphs [11], and Cartesian
product of some graphs[12], etc.
The concept of expansion graph was given in 2009 by A. Yongga and Siqin at first[13]. It
has caught the attention of some scholars to start studying the various properties of the expan-
sion graph. Some scholars have studied the coloring problems of the expansion graph[14]. The
hamiltonicity of the complete expansion graph has been studied in [15], etc.
In this paper, we mainly investigate the pagenumber of the complete expansion graph Ec(G)
of G. Section 2 mainly introduces the definition and some properties of the complete expansion
graph. In section 3, we get the relationship between the pagenumber of the complete expansion
graph of the subgraph and the pagenumber of the complete expansion graph of the supergraph.
For any simple graph G, the pagenumber of Ec(G) is related to the maximum degree of G and
pagenumber of G. We obtain the upper bound and the lower bound of the pagenumber of Ec(G).
For the complete expansion graphs of some special graphs, such as star graph Sm, tree T , Mo¨bius
Ladder Mh, Petersen graph P and complete graph K2m, the exact pagenumbers of them are
obtained.
2 Preliminaries
The graphs considered in this article are simple, connected and undirected. Given a graph G,
with edge set E(G) and vertex set V (G), we call that two vertices i and j are adjacent, if there
is an edge e = (i, j) ∈ E(G). The ends i and j are said to be incident with the edge e, and vice
versa. The degree of a vertex v in a graph G, denoted by dG(v), is the number of edges of G
incident with v. Let ∆(G) be the maximum degrees of the vertices of G. We denote the complete
graph with n vertices by Kn. It is a standard exercise to show that the pagenumber pn(Kn) of
the complete graph Kn is ⌈
n
2
⌉ [2].
If G has vertices v1, v2, · · · , vn, the sequence (d1, d2, ..., dn) is called a degree sequence of G. Let
the set A = V (G) ∪ E(G), B = {Kd1 , Kd2 , · · · , Kdn} ∪ E(G), where Kdi represents the complete
graph with di vertices, i = 1, · · · , n. For a given graph G, the bijection f of A to B is defined as:
f(x) =
{
Kdi x ∈ V (G), dG(x) = di;
x x ∈ E(G).
(1)
f is called the complete expansion transformation of G. The generated graph after complete
expansion transformation is called the complete expansion graph of G, denoted by Ec(G). Ec(G)
is a graph with vertex set V (Ec(G)) = {(v,m)|v ∈ V (G), m ∈ E(G), v is incident with m},
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and edge set E(Ec(G)) = E1 ∪ E2, where E1 = {((v,m)(v, n))|v ∈ V (G), m, n ∈ E(G)}, E2 =
{((v,m)(w,m))|v, w ∈ V (G), m ∈ E(G)}(see an example in Figure 1).
By the definition of complete expansion graph, it is easy to get the following properties:
Lemma 2.1. [13] For x, y ∈ V (G), the complete expansion transformation f of G satisfies:
(1) x 6= y ⇔ V (f(x)) ∩ V (f(y)) = ∅;
(2) xy ∈ E(G), there is a unique (x
′
, y
′
) ∈ V (f(x))× V (f(y)), x
′
y
′
∈ E(Ec(G)) ;
(3) ∀x ∈ V (G), [V (f(x)), V (Ec(G))\V (f(x))] = dG(x).
(4) For xy, xz ∈ E(G), y 6= z , if (x
′
, y
′
) ∈ V (f(x))× V (f(y)) with x
′
y
′
∈ E(Ec(G)), then for
any z
′
∈ V (f(z)), x
′
z
′
6∈ E(Ec(G)).
Figure 1: K4 and the complete expansion graph of K4
Given a simple graph G, if vw ∈ E(G), after complete expansion transfermation f , it follows
from Lemma 2.1 that there is a unique edge connect complete graph Kd(v) and Kd(w).
Lemma 2.2. If H is the subgraph of G, then Ec(H) is the subgraph of Ec(G).
Proof. Since H is the subgraph of G, V (H) ⊆ V (G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G). ∀v ∈ V (H), suppose
dH(v) = m, dG(v) = n. It is clear that m ≤ n. Suppose the edges incident with the vertex v in
H are e1, e2, · · · , em and e1, e2, · · · , em, em+1, · · · , en in G. For convenience, we denote fH , fG as
the complete expansion transformation of H and G respectively. By the definition of complete
expansion transformation, fH(ei) = ei ∈ Ec(H), where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, fG(ej) = ej ∈ Ec(G), where
1 ≤ j ≤ n. fH(v) = Km, fG(v) = Kn. Km is the subgraph of Kn. In consideration of the
arbitrariness of v, the result follows from Lemma 2.1.
The important tools for the proofs in the section 3 are the following classical theorem of
Bernhart.
Lemma 2.3. [2] If H is the subgraph of G, then pn(H) ≤ pn(G).
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Lemma 2.4. [2] Let G be a connected graph. Then
(i) pn(G) = 0 if and only if G is a path.
(ii) pn(G) ≤ 1 if and only if G is outerplanar.
(iii) pn(G) ≤ 2 if and only if G is a subgraph of a hamiltonian planar graph.
By Lemma 2.4, it is clear that non-planar graphs require at least three pages to embed.
3 Main Result
In this section, we study the book embedding of complete expansion graphs and get some
results about it. It is obvious that the complete expansion graph of a path or a cycle is also a path
or a cycle, hence the pagenumber of a path or a cycle do not change after complete expansion
transformation. For general graph, the results are as follows.
Theorem 3.1. If H is the subgraph of G, then pn(Ec(H)) ≤ pn(Ec(G)).
Proof. By the Lemma 2.2, if H is the subgraph of G, then Ec(H) is the subgraph of Ec(G). By
Lemma 2.3, pn(Ec(H)) ≤ pn(Ec(G)).
Theorem 3.2. For any simple graph G with n vertices, ⌈∆(G)
2
⌉ ≤ pn(Ec(G)) ≤ pn(G) + ⌈
∆(G)
2
⌉.
Proof. (The lower bound) Let m = ∆(G), by the definition of complete expansion graph, Km is
the subgraph of Ec(G). By Lemma 2.3, we get that pn(Ec(G)) ≥ pn(Km) = ⌈
m
2
⌉ = ⌈∆(G)
2
⌉.
(The upper bound) Let pn(G) = t. Furthermore assume that L : v1, v2, · · · , vn is the optimal
order of the vertices ofG and P = {P1, P2, · · · , Pt} is the t-page partition. If the edge [vi, vi+1] (1 ≤
i ≤ n) is not in E(G) (up to mod n), we add it to any of the t pages. Note that the cycle
v1, v2, · · · , vn, v1 for this t-book embedding of G
′
is a hamiltonian cycle, where G
′
results from
G by adding the missing edges. There may be four cases for two edges of G
′
that belong to the
same page:
(i)the two edges are nested but have no common vertex;
(ii)the two edges are nested and have one common vertex;
(iii)the two edges are not nested and have no common vertex;
(iv)the two edges are not nested but have a common vertex.
By the definition of the complete expansion graph, we use the “small” complete graphs Kd(vi)
to replace the original vertices vi on the spine. By the Lemma 2.1, there is only one edge incident
with one vertex of Kd(vi) and one vertex of another“small” complete graph. For case (ii) and (iv),
the edges of G
′
that belong to the same page may cross after expansion transformation. We can
exchange the order of the vertices of a “small” complete graph on the spine by the symmetry
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 2: (a)The two edges in case (i). (b)The two edges in case (ii). (c)The two edges in case
(iii). (d)The two edges in case (iv). (e)The complete expansion graph of G
′
, the dotted curve
shows the Jordan curve.
.
of the complete graph, so that the edges of G
′
in the same page are still in the same page after
expansion transformation(see Figure 2(a-d)).
We get a Jordan curve C in the plane(see Figure 2(e)). C passes through each vertex of Ec(G)
and partitions the plane into interior and exterior regions. The edges inside the curve can be
divided into t pages. The edges outside the curve which belong to these “small” complete graphs
Kdi can be divided into ⌈
m
2
⌉ pages, where m = ∆(G) and di ≤ m.
In summary, ⌈∆(G)
2
⌉ ≤ pn(Ec(G)) ≤ pn(G) + ⌈
∆(G)
2
⌉.
For a star graph Sm+1 with m+1 vertices, whose maximum degree ∆(Sm+1) = m, we get that
following result which shows that the lower bound of pn(Ec(G)) given in Theorem 3.2 is tight and
can not be improved.
Theorem 3.3. For a star graph Sm+1 with m+ 1 vertices, pn(Ec(Sm+1)) = ⌈
m
2
⌉.
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, pn(Ec(Sm+1)) ≥ ⌈
m
2
⌉. For a star graph Sm+1, after complete expansion
transformation, it is easy to see that the book embedding of Ec(Sm+1) are mainly that of the
complete graph Km. The remained edges are all edges incident with the leaves of Ec(Sm+1) which
always can be embedded into appropriate pages (See an example for m = 8 in Figure 3). So we
have pn(Ec(Sm+1)) ≤ ⌈
m
2
⌉. Therefore, the result is established.
Before investigating the pagenumber of the complete expansion graph of a tree, let us recall
the following two algorithms, breadth-first search and depth-first search[16], which are involved in
Theorem 3.4.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3: (a)Ec(S9). (b)4-page embedding of Ec(S9).
.
(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a)The label of a breadth-first search tree. (b)The label of a depth-first search tree.
.
1. Breadth-first search (BFS): It starts at the tree root(or some arbitrary vertex of a graph,
sometimes referred to as a ’search key’) and explores all of the neighbor vertices at the present
depth prior to moving on to the vertices at the next depth level. The label of a BFS-tree is shown
as Figure 4(a).
2. Depth-first search (DFS): One starts at the root (selecting some arbitrary vertex as the
root in the case of a graph) and explores as far as possible along each branch before backtracking.
An example of the label of a BFS-tree is shown in Figure 4(b).
Theorem 3.4. For a tree T , pn(Ec(T )) = ⌈
∆(T )
2
⌉.
Proof. (The lower bound)By Theorem 3.2, pn(Ec(T )) ≥ ⌈
∆(T )
2
⌉.
(The upper bound)Assume now that T has n vertices and is rooted at vertex v0. For any
vertex v of T except for v0, denote by p(v) the parent of v in T . For a vertex v of T which is
not a leaf, we define an order for its children: if v
′
and v
′′
are children of v, then v
′
< v
′′
iff v
′
precedes v
′′
in the counterclockwise order of the edges around v, when starting from (v, p(v)).
We label the vertices of T as they appear in the order of the DFS traversal where 1 = v0 (see
Figure 5(a)). After complete expansion transformation, the original vertices i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are
replaced by “small” complete graphs with d(i) vertices. It is easy to find that there is a vertex in
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Figure 5: (a)A label of tree T . (b)A label of the complete expansion graph Ec(T ) of tree T . (c)The
position of the vertices of child complete graph and the parent complete graph. The shaded area
indicates the edges of the “small” complete graph.
the “small” complete graph connects its parent complete graph in Ec(T ) (see Figure 5(b)). We
start at this vertex and label the vertices of the “small” complete graph in the counterclockwise
order by ij, where 1 ≤ j ≤ d(i). We draw the “small” complete graphs in the order implied by
the Breadth First Search traversal of the complete expansion of tree. The first “small” complete
graph is drawn as in the case of complete graph. Each next “small” complete graph is plugged
into the drawing, as shown in Figure 5(c).
Every “small” complete graph has a cycle i1, i2, · · · , id(i), i1. The edges inside the cycle can
be embedded in ⌈d(i)
2
⌉ pages, and the edges on the cycle can be embedded in some appropriate
pages of these ⌈d(i)
2
⌉ pages. The edges belonging to different complete graphs are nested with
each other or side by side, so we only need to consider the pagenumber of the largest complete
graph with ∆(T ) vertices. Then pn(Ec(T )) ≤ ⌈
∆(T )
2
⌉.
Thus we arrive at the conclusion that pn(Ec(T )) = ⌈
∆(T )
2
⌉.
In [4], the pagenumber of Mo¨bius Ladder Mh and the Petersen graph P has been showed that
pn(Mh) = 3 and pn(P ) = 3. With the similar method, we get the pagenumber of the complete
expansion graph of Mh and P as following:
Theorem 3.5. For Mo¨bius Ladder Mh, pn(Ec(Mh)) = 3.
Proof. (The lower bound) When h = 3, Mh = K3,3. For h ≥ 3, K3,3 is the minor of Mh. Mh is
the minor of Ec(Mh). Thus, Ec(Mh) contains K3,3 as a minor and Ec(Mh) is not a planar graph.
By Lemma 2.4, pn(Ec(Mh)) ≥ 3.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6: (a)Mo¨bius Ladder Mh. (b)The complete expansion graph of Mh. (c)The book embed-
ding of Ec(Mh).
.
(The upper bound)We can obtain a printing cycle by placing vertices as Figure 6 and construct
a three-page partition for edges as:
P1 = {a11bh1}
P2 = {b13ah3, ai1ai3, bi1bi3|i = 1, 2, · · · , h− 1}
P3 = {The other edges}
The proof of the theorem is now completed.
Theorem 3.6. For the Petersen graph P , pn(Ec(P )) = 3.
Proof. The expansion graph of P contains K5 as a minor (See Figure 7(b)) and hence Ec(P ) is
not a planar graph. By Lemma 2.4, pn(Ec(P )) ≥ 3. On the other hand, Figure 7(c) shows an
three-page book embedding of the complete expansion graph Ec(P ). Thus the result is established.
The complete graph Kn can be embedded in ⌈
n
2
⌉ pages. We consider that the pagenumber of
complete expansion graph of Kn and get the following result:
Theorem 3.7. For n = 2m,m ∈ Z+, pn(Ec(Kn)) = m; For n = 2m + 1, m ∈ Z
+, m ≤
pn(Ec(Kn)) ≤ m+ 1.
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Figure 7: (a)Petersen graph P . (b)The complete expansion graph of P . (c)The book embedding
of Ec(P ).
.
Proof. The complete expansion transformation of Kn is to replace the original n vertices in Kn
by “small” complete graphs Kn−1, |V (Ec(G))| = n(n − 1). Its edge set is E1 ∪ E2 , where
E1 = {(v, e)(v, f)|v ∈ V (Kn), e, f ∈ E(Kn)}, E2 = {(v, e)(w, e)|v, w ∈ V (Kn), e ∈ E(Kn)}. E2
corresponds to the edges of the original complete graph Kn. E1 corresponds to the edges of
n newly generated complete graph Kn−1. |E(Ec(G))| = |E(Kn)| + n|E(Kn−1)| =
n(n−1)2
2
. The
vertices in the complete expansion graph are represented by ij, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1.
Case 1: n = 2m.
(The lower bound) By Theorem 3.2, it is easy to see that pn(Ec(Kn)) ≥ ⌈
n−1
2
⌉ = ⌈2m−1
2
⌉ = m.
(The upper bound) When n = 2m, we construct a m-page partition for edges of E2 as:
P1 = {(11, 2m(2m−1)), (2m(2m−2), 22), (23, (2m−1)(2m−3)), · · · , (m(2m−1), (m+1)1)};
P2 = {(33, 2m(2m−3)), (2m(2m−4), 44), (45, (2m−1)(2m−5)), · · · , ((m+1)(2m−1), (m+2)1)
and (32, 1(2m− 2)), (1(2m− 1), 21)};
P3 = {(55, 2m(2m−5)), (2m(2m−6), 66), (67, (2m−1)(2m−7)), · · · , ((m+2)(2m−1), (m+3)1)
and (54, 1(2m− 4)), (1(2m− 3), 43), (42, 2(2m− 2)), (2(2m− 1), 31)};
· · ·
Pm−1 = {((2m − 3)(2m − 3), 2m3), (2m2, (2m− 2)(2m − 2)), ((2m− 2)(2m − 1), (2m− 1)1)
and ((2m− 3)(2m− 4), 14), (15, (2m− 4)(2m− 5)), ((2m− 4)(2m− 6), 26), · · · , ((m− 2)(2m−
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1), (m− 1)1)};
Pm = {((2m− 1)(2m− 1), 2m1) and ((2m− 1)(2m− 2), 12), (13, (2m− 2)(2m− 3)), ((2m−
2)(2m− 4), 24), · · · , ((m− 1)(2m− 1), m1)}.
We can find that the following edge sets can be embedded in the above m pages respectively.
{(i1, i(2m− 1)), (i(2m− 1), i2), (i2, i(2m− 2)), · · · , (i(m− 1), i(m+ 1)), (i(m+ 1), im)};
{(i3, i(2m− 1)), (i(2m− 1), i4), (i4, i(2m− 2)), · · · , (im, i(m+ 2)), (i(m+ 2), i(m+ 1))} and
{(i1, i2)};
· · ·
{(i(2m− 3), i(2m− 1)), (i(2m− 1), i(2m− 2))} and {(i(2m− 4), i1), (i1, i(2m− 5)), (i(2m−
5), i2), · · · , (i(m− 1), i(m− 2))};
{(i(2m− 2), i1), (i1, (i(2m− 3)), · · · , (i(m− 2), im), (im, i(m− 1))};
The edges in each page are not intersected(see Figure 8 for case m = 3).
11 12 13 14 15 21 22 23 24 25 31 32 33 34 35 41 42 43 44 45 51 52 53 54 55 61 62 63 64 65
Figure 8: The book embedding of Ec(K6)
Case 2: n = 2m+ 1.
(The lower bound) By Theorem 3.2, pn(Ec(Kn)) ≥
n−1
2
= m.
(The upper bound) We construct a m+ 1-page partition for edges of E2 as:
P1 = {(11, (2m+1)(2m)), ((2m+1)(2m− 1), 22), · · · , (m(2m− 1), (m+2)2), ((m+2)1, (m+
1)(2m))};
P2 = {(33, (2m+1)(2m− 2)), ((2m+1)(2m− 3), 44), · · · , ((m+1)(2m− 1), (m+3)2), ((m+
3)1, (m+ 2)(2m)) and (21, 1(2m))};
P3 = {(55, (2m+1)(2m− 4)), ((2m+ 1)(2m− 5), 66), (67, (2m)(2m− 6)), · · · , ((m+2)(2m−
1), (m+ 4)2), ((m+ 4)1, (m+ 3)(2m)) and (43, 1(2m− 2)), (1(2m− 1), 32), (31, 2(2m))};
· · ·
Pm = {((2m−1)(2m−1), (2m+1)2), ((2m+1)1, (2m)(2m)) and ((2m−2)(2m−3), 14), (15, (2m−
3)(2m− 4)), ((2m− 3)(2m− 5), 26), · · · , ((m− 2)(2m− 1), m2), (m1, (m− 1)(2m))};
Pm+1 = {((2m)(2m−1), 12), (13, (2m−1)(2m−2)), ((2m−1)(2m−3), 24), · · · , ((m−1)(2m−
1), (m+ 1)2), ((m+ 1)1, m(2m))}.
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The edge sets of E1 include:
{(i(2m), i1), (i1, i(2m− 1)), (i(2m− 1), i2), · · · , (i(m− 1), i(m+ 1)), (i(m+ 1), im)};
{(i(2m− 2), i1), (i1, i(2m− 3)), · · · , (i(m− 2), im), (im, i(m− 1))};
{(i(2m−4), i1), (i1, i(2m−5)), · · · , (i(m−1), i(m−2))} and {(i(2m−2), i(2m)), (i(2m), i(2m−
1))};
· · ·
{(i2, i1)} and {(i4, i(2m)), (i(2m), i5), · · · , (i(m+ 3), i(m+ 2))};
{(i2, i(2m)), (i(2m), i3), · · · , (i(m+ 2), i(m+ 1)};
11 12 13 14 21 22 23 24 31 32 33 34 41 42 43 44 51 52 53 54
Figure 9: The book embedding of Ec(K5)
These edge sets can be embedded in the page partition of E2. The edges of each page are not
intersected(see Figure 9 for the case m = 2).
The proof of the theorem is now completed.
4 Open problem
In section 3, we have obtained that the difference between the upper and lower bounds
of the pagenumber of Ec(K2m+1) given by Theorem 3.7 is one. When m = 2, by the Theorem
3.7 and the non-planarity of Ec(K5), it is easy to get that pn(Ec(K5)) = 3. The natural open
problem is whether the lower bound of the pagenumber of Ec(K2m+1) can be improved for any m.
We conjecture that this inequality in Theorem 3.7 can become equality. In the other words, we
propose the following conjecture:
Conjecture 4.1. For n = 2m+ 1, m ∈ Z+, pn(Ec(Kn)) = ⌈
n
2
⌉.
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